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Your best will never be good
enough, to the ones constantly
searching for your flaws. 
For you to do your best, you
need to acknowledge that you
can always do better. 
Do the best you can until you
know better, then when you
know better do better. 
Today is your day!!!
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“When you arise in the 
morning give thanks for the 
food and for the joy of living.

If you see no reason for giving 
thanks, the fault lies only in 
yourself.”

-Tecumseh

Courage is not the absence of 
fear, it’s having the guts to face 
and conquer them.

Welcome to your 
New Beginning  July 10, 2021

Your best will never be good enough, to the ones constantly searching for 
your flaws. For you to do your best, you need to acknowledge that you 
can always do better. Do the best you can until you know better, then 
when you know better do better. Today is your day!!!
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Congratulations
Corrective Spinal Care 

of Florida 
for the most thought 

provoking and appealing 
PAD poster of 2021!!!

BEING YOUR BEST TODAY!!! 

Likability
• ½ the words with 4Xs the 

intention

CA Mastery
• New patient call
• New patient consultation 

day
• New patient report day

DC Mastery
• Daily visit
• New patient consultation 

day
• New patient report day
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WHY You Want to Be More Likable?

• The more likable someone is, the easier it is for them to attract a promotion or a new patient, the more 
friends they have, and the more people gravitate toward them. I mean, if you were to hire someone to 
work with you, all other things being equal, would you pick someone you like or someone you don’t? The 
answers obvious.

• But you might be surprised to learn that besides being one of the most effective influence tactics, being 
likable is a skill that anybody can develop in order to propel their career, practice and happiness.

• At the end of the day, the quality of your life depends not only on what you do but also on what others do. 
No matter how smart you are, how many degrees you hold, or how hard you work, other people’s decisions 
will affect the likelihood of you getting what you want. Please remember, “You can have everything in life 
you want, if you just help other people get what they want.” Zig Ziglar

• For instance, you might love the natural drugless corrective healing effects of Chiropractic Corrective Care, 
but if the potential patients don’t like you, they won’t stay, pay, get well and refer others. 

• The effects of being likable can spread to all areas of your life.

These Are a Few Examples:

• Likable CAs and DCs are more likely to have over 85% start ratios and over 135 visit 
averages in their offices. 1 to 10.3 versus 8 to 1.1
• Likable people get more recognition, appreciation and approval.
• How well people like their CAs and DCs certainly influences whether they start care 
and whether they get the maintenance care they need.
• Likable people have stronger marriages.
• Likable people enjoy better health and are better equipped to overcome 
challenges.
• Most Chiropractic offices who are looking for a new team member seek charisma 
above all else.
• Likable people tend not to simply tell or teach but to involve their students.
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• Dr. Robert Cialdini, expert in persuasion and compliance, has 
summarized the benefits of being likable this way: “As a rule, we 
prefer to say yes to the requests of people we know and like.”
• In other words, when people like you, they want to do what you want 

them to do. And who doesn’t want that? (Unless your thing is people 
not doing what you want, so when they don’t, they actually did do 
what you want …)
• Psychologists haven’t agreed on a definition of likability, but they’re 

starting to understand what charisma is and just how far it can get 
you. That’s why this training today doesn’t start with a dictionary 
definition. Instead, I’ll describe (and you’ll learn) the mindset and 
behavior of highly likable individuals.

• Today we will not share with you how to pretend to be likable. Truly likable people are 
authentic. If you pretend, you’ll be like a leopard who tried to sneak out of their 
enclosure by pretending to be a zebra—you’ll be spotted.
• “Even if you’re on the right track if you sit still long enough, you’re going to get run 

over.” -Mark Twain
• Sometimes we fall short of being the best, but please never fall short of giving it your 

best.
• No one has ever become poor by giving more.

Warning
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“People do not decide their futures, 
they decide their habits and their 
habits decide their futures.”

Being your best TODAY.

Will you 
accept the 
CHALLENGE??? 
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How to Create a Good Habit of Being Your Best

Make it Obvious
• Use Implementation Intentions:

• “I will (behavior) at (time) in (location).”
• Behavior could be look happy
• Time could be every time I answer the phone
• Location could be at the office

• Use Habit Stacking:
• “After (current habit), I will (new habit)”.

• Current habit could be meeting people on the phone
• New habit could be to go a few layers deeper in communication

• Design Your Environment. 
• Make the cues of good habits obvious and visible. 

• Mirror in front of every phone.

Make it Attractive
• Use temptation bundling. 
• Pair an action you want to do with an action you need to do.
• This action you want to do could be to direct many more referrals and the 

needed action could be creating better bonds when answering the 
practice lifeline. 

• Join a culture where your desired behavior is the normal behavior.
• NBCC fellowship
• NBCC website training at every Monday meeting
• NBCC CA Facebook page

• Create a motivational ritual. 
• Do something you enjoy immediately before, or after, a difficult habit. 
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5 Steps of Communication

1) Bond with them & know what you’re talking about.

YOU CAN ALWAYS AGREE!!!
• If you don’t bond & know your stuff, they will find someone who does BOND.
• No one knows Bonding & CHIROPRACTIC CORRECTIVE CARE  like you.
• Your likability needs to be rock solid 

2) Understand the patient's point of view
• Quick fix ‘one pop’ should do it.
• What’s wrong, why is it wrong, can you fix it, how long will it take and what will it cost?
• Does the DC KNOW (confident) what’s wrong with me?

3) Show them the way
• Give them hope in their body's ability to heal.

4) Demonstrate loss aversion (90%) & benefits gained (10%)
5) Have them repeat back to you the 1) losses avoided 2) & or benefits they’ll gain.

5 Steps of Communication

1. BOND
2. BOND
3. BOND
4. BOND
5. BOND

THEY never 
care how much 

you know

until THEY 
know how 

much you care. 
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Thoughts on Success 

• Successful people feel the same lack of motivation as everyone else.
• Stepping up when it’s hard or painful or draining to do so, is the only difference 

between a professional and an amateur.
• Professionals stick to a schedule; amateurs let life get in the way.
• Professionals know what is important to them and work towards it with purpose; 

amateurs get pulled off course by the urgencies of life.
• Anyone can work hard when they feel motivated. It’s the ability to keep going when 

the work isn’t exciting that makes the difference. 
• The only way to become excellent is to be endlessly fascinated by doing the same 

thing over and over. You must fall in love with what others call boredom.

“In order to accomplish anything, thought must be wedded to purpose.
Those who lack a central purpose in life fall pray to worries, fears, and petty 

troubles, and end up stuck in self-pity.”
- James Allen

Your goals Your planned amazing life

Life & it’s obstacles

obstacles

Your goals A life of reacting to things

Obstacles are what we see when we take our eyes off the prize.
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Turn “I” to “You”
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Taylor Barton CA

Shares some important CA thoughts

Lather Love Lavishly 

• CARE about them.
• Concerned, connected, directing and inviting

• Answering the phone
• The 1st call should “Blow Them Away”.
• When was the last time you saw the doctor? 
• Canceling Appointments?
• Fees? X-rays? 

• Processing new/established practice members (one stop system: 95% of the time)

• Collecting $ (ideally there are NO per visit, per week, per month collections or schedules)
• New Starts
• Wellness/Maintenance Starts/Renews 

• Do everything for them. 
• NO;  “This is how we do it in our office.”
• YES; “In your situation we’ll have you pay for care up front to save you a bunch of money and allow you to focus on your 

recovery.”
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Answering the Practice Lifeline:

It’s a _____________ at  BFCC  this is ______ I can help you!

Marvelous Monday Terrific Tuesday Wonderful Wednesday

Thrilling Thursday Fantastic Friday Super Saturday

If unfamiliar person is calling wanting to make an appointment: When was the last time you saw our doctor?

Last Week: 

Great, when would be better for you this morning or afternoon?

First Time Patient: 

Great, who may we thank for referring you? Alice Smith. - Alice is TERRIFIC, she is one of our favorite patients, we just love her, you know she refers a lot 
of her friends here! Is this appointment for your entire family? (plant the seed)

Let’s find a convenient time for your family. What would be best for you today or tomorrow?  Morning or Afternoon? 9:15 or 10:15?

Mrs. Jones if you’ll allow me to get some information now, we can save YOU time when you're in the office.  (Fill out the top of the confidential – ask for 
spelling)

Thank you, Mrs. Jones, we look forward to seeing you at 9:15. 

Do you know where our office is located? (yes or no)  - Great – we are conveniently located on the corner of Scenic and Oakdale Rd.  Again, we look 
forward to meeting you!

If the patient asks, How much does it cost?  

One of the great things about our office is that the doctor never charges to sit down and talk with you about your needs!! Then, if he/she feels he/she can 
help you he/she will be able to determine what YOU will need and how much it will cost.

Let’s all take a moment and 
role play answering the 

practice lifeline.
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Greeting The New Patient:  First Visit.
You must be Mrs. Jones?  I’m ____, thank you for making it so easy to get your 
paperwork mostly done for you this morning.  It’s so nice to meet you! Sign in here as 
you will on each and every visit and follow me to a special chair, for you.  Please look 
over the paperwork we started for you and make sure there aren’t any mistakes.  Fill in 
the rest (front and back) and if you need any help at all I’ll be right here for you.  

(Prepare Consultation Room)

Escort the new patient to the consultation room and direct them to the chair closest to 
the doctor’s chair. 

“Mrs. Jones , go ahead and have a seat. We are going to show you a short 5-
minute video. It will give you what you need to help us understand your needs. When 
the video is over, please push this power button on the remote and the doctor will be 
right in. We definitely hope we can help you.” 

CAs let’s each take a 
moment and greet an 

“air” new patient.
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Release Script After First Visit:

Now let’s see what we can do about this special appointment. Let’s find a convenient time for YOU and your & 
Mr./Mrs. tomorrow morning or early afternoon?  GREAT.. 8:45 or 9:15? (make an appointment card)

Your consultation today was no charge… and from now on Mrs. Jones everyone you send in who mentions that you 
sent them in they will receive a consultation with the doctor at no charge!

Now I see you received a completed chiropractic exam and special X-rays. The fee for the examination is ____ and it 
is ___ for your pictures. And by the way that includes the complete analysis of your pictures that will be done 
tonight, and the report of findings portion of tomorrows visit.

COLLECT the fee and say GREAT… Mrs. Jones we look forward to seeing you and Mr. Jones tomorrow at 8:45.

(if short $ -- No problem, how much are you lacking?  GREAT – we’ll deal with the rest tomorrow.)

THANK YOU, Mrs. Jones, for choosing our office. We appreciate you for that and we will take great care of you!  Mrs. 
Jones if Dr. Baker feels he can help you… you can count on it!!

They should leave WANTING to tell EVERYONE about their experience on 

Day 1 because the visit was awesome, and we directed them too. 

CAs let’s each take a 
moment and release an 

“air” new patient.
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When Day One is done 
concerned, connected and directed 
Day Two is incidental.

(Here is my significant other and my check)

CA Script: Patient’s 2nd Visit
CA Script: Patient’s Report Visit 

Patient Entering the Office

“Hello________, you must be Mr./Mrs._________, I’m _________it is so nice 
to meet you. ______ go ahead and sign in as you will on each visit.  Please 
feel free to grab a cup of coffee or water & or some fruit and have a seat. I’m 
going to prepare a special room for you two and be right back.”

Prepare R.O.F. room.
“Mr. & Mrs. ________, please follow me.” (walk down hall and enter R.O.F. 

room and say;) “Please have a seat here. We’re going to show you a 6-minute 
video to help you better understand your R.O.F. when Dr. ____ goes over it 
with you. Please push the red power button on the remote control when 
your information ends.  Dr. ____ will then be right with you.”
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CAs let’s each take a 
moment and greet the new 
patient and significant other.

CA Initial Financial Script
The doctor has just finished the ROF and made the patients first adjustment.

(CA must first BOND with the patient)

“Hello Mary, I’m Candace-Welcome back!!! (energy is happy and loving) I’m so glad that Dr. Baker can help 
youJ He’s helped hundreds, probably even thousands of patients with conditions just like yours --- you’re in 
great hands!!!
And Joe (Mary’s husband/friend) it’s great to meet you, you probably have a busy schedule, so I want to 
thank you for coming in today and supporting Mary. (energy is of concern and sincerity)
Mary, it looks like you have been suffering or a long time.  I believe you were meant to be here. My job is 
easy I’m going to go over the care you need and set a convenient schedule to get you that care. Let’s go over 
this together…J (turn the clipboard around facing the patient)
I noticed you came in for both your appointments at 8:00 so if it would be best for you, I can make all your 
appointments for 8:00 --- Perfect!!! J (circle appointments on MAP and fill in time) The only appointment 
that will be different is this next Wednesday I am going to set both you and Joe up for the Orientation class. 
It’s at 5:45 pm you will come in then to get adjusted and the class will start at 6:00 pm plan on being here 
about an hour. (it’s a great opportunity to make a date night out of it, all you’ll need is a sitter J)
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(change your tone and energy to more serious, remember without this care they’re going to get 
worse, suffer more, and may even die earlier)
Mary, I see it’s necessary for you to be seen; daily for 7 days, three times a week for 24 weeks = A total 
of 79 office visits. You will need 6 re exams. One every thirty days so we can monitor your progress. On 
the last re exam, you will also have an update x ray (pause for a moment-while flipping to page 2)
One of the great things about our office…there are several, but one of them is instead of you writing out 
80-90 checks over the next six months (which would be a lot of wasted time for you and raise our fee’s a 
lot) we will have you pay for care with one check (and we’re ok with cash or credit cardsJ) and as an 
additional reward for writing one check instead of 80 or 90 we’ll discount your care an additional 20% 
…our patients LOVE this!!! 
Because it does a few things Mary…One-It allows you to simply focus on getting the care you need --- by 
getting the finances out of the way today. Two It allows you to get the care you need at a greatly 
reduced price --- saving you 1,341
So that you get 6,703 --- the care you need
For just 5,362 J
We take Cash, Check, or Charge whatever is convenient for you J---Charge is perfect!!! I can go ahead 
and take the card and run it while I make you copies of everything up front.
(smiling-you have just saved a life) 

Here are some important rules to speed up your recovery:
Here are some important rules to minimize your suffering as quickly as possible for you: 

1. We can’t help you if you’re not here. If you need to move, your appointments around please let 
Candace know ahead of time to keep you on track with your care.

2. To get better faster and maintain your spinal corrections you must attend the Orientation class 
…I have already set you up for thatJ

3. Tell your Friends and Family about your Chiropractic experience with us…Every person that you 
refer into our office from this moment forward will receive a 100% complimentary consultation 
with Dr. B 

---Joe since you are here today and Dr. Baker said there is a concern about your low back, I’m going to 
set up a special time for you to get checked out tomorrow at 8am since you're already coming in with 
Mary at 8:00 am. I’m going to send you home with a confidential and get you right in with no wait ---
just for youJ!!!

4.    All your questions are important---please ask!
5.   Should you end your care prematurely all your non-used credit will be refunded to you at the 

non-discounted price with-in two weeks of notifying us. 

Mary, please initial all of these rules, sign and date the bottom….Thanks!”
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“There are a few forms to go over with you as well:
The terms of acceptance-this form says that you are a private pay and have little or no 
insurance that covers the care you need, go ahead and initial here… sign and date the 
bottom. 
The consent form-this form says that you are consenting to the treatment of the Doctor 
and if there is anything out of the scope of chiropractic, we will refer you to a specialist 
other than us. Sign and date the bottom.
The HIPAA-this form says that we follow all of Laws and that all your information is 
private. Sign and date the bottom.
Thank you, Mary you will get copies of everything, you signed today---(SmileJ)”

Make it “special” just for them…it’s not just what you are saying. It’s how you are saying it with your 
body language/tone/confidence/sincerity/LOVE…you are not just saying the script you are presenting 
a present just for them - so you must wrap it that way!!! J

CAs this is an important part of your job 
that you must master!!! 

“They need this much care, and it will cost this much.”

If you don’t get this, they won’t get the care they need!!! 
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CAs let’s each take a few 
moments and do an 
excellent financial.

Taylor Barton CA 
Extraordinaire
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PATIENT EXPECTATIONS

Patients
1. Go in & get “popped”
2. Hurts or doesn‘t (probably does)

3. Works or doesn‘t (probably won’t)

4. A few bucks (or Insurance will pay)

5. Done and gone.

Corrective Care Chiropractors
1. History, examination, films. 

Develop, study & analyze 
information

2. Find where they are at
3. IIC   CSR   WC/MC
4. Could be months to years
5. Could be thousands of dollars

Don’t cheat the patient, commit to excellent patient care!!!
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Pain Relief Care or Corrective Care

-Patient feels better and quits, when 
pain returns they say chiropractic did
not work.

-Patient does not feel better and quits,
says chiropractic doesn’t work.

-Patient continues to suffer from Vertebral 
Subluxation Complex, symptomatically, 
systemically, structurally.  
-DC often introduces other therapies to
improve bottom line because they don’t “just 

adjust.” 
-DC is always chasing after best insurance 
reimbursement to improve bottom line.

-DC is stressed out, broke, divorced or near it, 
and thinking of quitting Chiropractic.

-Patient benefits from intensive, corrective,
and maintenance care if needed & stays in 

exchange.
-Patients experience the many untold benefits 
of living subluxation free and refers their family 
and friends to do the same.
-DC can focus on being the best
chiropractor he or she can be.

-DC is Cash based thus can provide care based 
on need and not insurance reimbursement.
-DC lives a happy, healthy life full of
abundance and joy.

A 6-year-old boy presented with chronic allergies and 
immune deficiencies.
Upon examination, it was evident that the boy had 
significant postural imbalances.
Post x-rays were taken less than 4 months later & 
demonstrated that an 18.6-degree curvature reduced 
to 7.9 degrees and the spine was restored to the 
vertical axis.
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#### #####
###### #########

Patient presented with acute neck pain with limited rotation R & L. Shoulder 
and arm pain. Pain, numbness, and tingling hands. Headaches. Specific 
corrective care over 60 weeks. Complete resolution of all symptoms.
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A 42-year-old IT specialist who spends his vacations climbing 
Mt. Whitney and other XXL mountains started corrective care 
in our office on 1-18-20 with no symptoms. Upon completing 
corrective care on 6-3-20, the patient was so thankful for his 
corrective care. He said his resting heart rate dropped 6 beats 
per minute, his heart rate variability increased 28 ms and that 
his overall recovery according to his health monitor strap 
WHOOP increased 17% while under corrective care. Of course, 
he started maintenance care immediately and on 4-12-21 post 
x-rays were taken.
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Thank you, Drs. Jake Barton and Ian Rassel, for being 
the leading contributors of our Pre/Post X-Ray book.

All NBCC DCs PLEASE continue to help our cause.
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“Change the way you look at things 
and the things you look at change.”

Your intention is everything!!!
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What is Your Intention When Adjusting? 

• To help people feel better.
• To hear a “pop” & free up fixation.
• To NOT hear a “pop” & free up fixation.
• To turn on their power for optimum health expression.
• To minimize future suffering.
• To correct spinal subluxations so their body can create better glandular, muscular & 

neurological function minimizing future spinal & neurological degeneration, future 
suffering and improving the overall health of the human in front of you.
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6-Point Daily Visit Mastery Visit 3 to 1500

1. Recognize, appreciate & approve (new and fresh every time)
2. Palpate/Evaluate (the art of what you do, exact same sequence every time)
3. Adjust, or don’t (same clinical objective every time)
4. Re-palpate with statement -direct (don’t request) every time
5. Referral statement (flow from knowledge, heart & concern)

1. “Road to Recovery Chart”  
2. History (travel card, discussions, employment)

6. Direct to next appointment

OTHER PROCEDURES should be  performed within defined times --- ALWAYS

*** NO news, weather, sports, politics or religion discussions EVER!!!

*** Please NEVER ask “How are you doing?”

*** Established visits AND ALL !!!
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Daily visit steps 1 & 6 
are always in that order.

2,3,4 & 5 can vary.

DCs let’s take a moment and recognize, appreciate and 
approve of a team member near us.

Then palpate and or instrument their neck with palpation confirmation. 

Then “air” adjust with re-palpation or instrumentation prior to verification. 
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Referral Statements
• Statements of concerned & connected love that direct to minimize future suffering and offer a  glimmer of 

hope specifically for someone your patient cares about.
• As specific as possible.

– Names, conditions, situations
– Your office
– “With Mary’s condition the only way she will know if we can help her is to get her in for an evaluation. 

Let’s get her scheduled and see if we can even help her.”
– You are probably the only Corrective Care office in your area. 

• We can change this, it would be 10Xs better to have 5 Corrective Care Chiropractors in every town. 
• Then there would finally be some continuity to what the public hears. The orthodontist model working with general dentistry. 

• No news, weather, sports, politics or religion.
• If you speak of these evils punish yourself as much as you are punishing the patients (that don’t get the 

care they need), your family, yourself and the business.
• Your choice

• “Everything gets better.” Realization of gain with 10% success. 
• “Let’s not let your family wait until they hurt like you did when you finally got here!” Loss aversion with 

90% success.

Please don’t say things like:  “Are you telling people about Chiropractic?”

Referrals

1. Compassion   
Speak with care and passion. Be on a mission to help reduce suffering.

2. Specific   
Know the NAME and NEEDS of the referral. “Who needs help?” “What is the problem?”

3. Direction   
Direct exactly what you want to happen. “Let’s do this… or We need to...”

4. Urgency   
What is scarce and serious gets scheduled. “There is one opening this morning let’s get Mary help right 
now.” or “Let’s make Bob an appointment right now.”

5. Accountability   
Follow up until they are scheduled. “Can I count on you?” or “I’ll confirm with Candace that Mary got the 
appointment she needs.”
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DCs let’s each take a moment 
and make a few referral 

statements to “air” patients. 
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Dr. Nick Baker
has an amazing energized 

share for us.
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DC Consultation

•“Hello again Carol. (with handshake) Long time no see.” 
•with a slight laugh because you just met her in the new patient chair.
•Or if not Introduce yourself.

•Validate Referral Source:
•“Carol referred you in! We love Carol!”

•Empathy for their chief complaint:
•“Carol, I am so sorry you are having so much trouble with your [chief complaint (CC)], I personally know how 
difficult that can be.”
•If no symptoms; “It is great to have you here today for your evaluation.”

•Direct them:
•“Today we are going to do everything we can figure out what’s going on with you! If we can help you, we should 
know by the end of the day; 1) what’s wrong, 2) why is it wrong, 3) is it fixable, or patchable, 4) how long will it 
take and of course 5) what will it cost.”
•“If we’re not able to help you we’ll do our best to refer you to a specialist other than us.”

• If there are factors in the patientʼs history that could have contributed to their 
current symptoms, make the connection and tie it together: “I wonder if 
something in your past such as _____,  ______, & ______ could have 
weakened this area, or maybe it didn’t ever heal correctly causing this problem 
to act up now?” This question will plant a seed in the patientʼs mind regarding 
CHRONICITY.

• Lead: “We are going to find out today.”
• Let them know what is normal and what is not normal:  “Youʼre only 62 years 

old and your lower back hurts this much from sleeping wrong?  That’s not 
normal!”
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Consultation Conclusion

• “What you’re experiencing certainly sounds like a problem we could help you with. “Next 
we’re going to go into the exam room and take you through a thorough exam and then take 
specific standing weight bearing films. Are you ready to find out if we can help you? Great, 
lets get started.”

• If fees up front; “Now, the next step for you to find out whatʼs wrong is the examination you 
need. The examination you need is 250. And, with your history, (the trauma/stress/sitting all 
day every day at work for 10 years) youʼre certainly going to need a set of standing weight 
bearing films. And thatʼs 350. So, your total today is 600. And thatʼs what you need to find 
out if we can help you!” (Nod, count for three seconds).

“Carol, after we complete your exam and special X-Rays, we’re going to send you home. 
Then this afternoon we’re going to develop, study, and analyze your consultation, 
examination and X-Rays. Before you leave today, we will set up an appointment for you 
to come back tomorrow so you can see your X-Rays and get all your questions 
answered. In fact, plan on a full hour tomorrow, and schedule it so Mr. Smith can be 
here as well. That way if we can help you, he can see what you have been going 
through as well as help us take care of you with your recovery. When you come back, 
you can expect us to tell both of you;

1) What’s wrong, 
2) Why it’s wrong, 
3) If your fixable or not, 
4) What care you’ll need and 
5) What it will cost. 

Then tomorrow if we can accept you for care, and you decide you want the care 
needed, we’ll go ahead and get started on your recovery .”
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DCs let’s each take a moment to 
direct the patient from the 

consultation to the examination.

Examination and films concerned, connected 
and directed.

“Yes, that’s why we’ll plan on a full hour tomorrow, so 
you can see your films and get all your questions 
answered. Let’s make sure to schedule your report so 
Mr. Smith can be here as well.”
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DC Release

“Carol, we have just completed your history, examination and taken special standing weight bearing films of your spine. 
Your consultation today was done at no charge, because Bonnie referred you in. And from now on whenever you refer 
someone to our office and we’ll expect you to, we will never charge them to sit down and find out what their needs are 
when they mention your name.”

“Your examination today was 200, and your films were 400, so the total for today’s visit is 600 and Candace will take care of 
that at the front desk cash, check, or charge. Later today we will develop, study, and analyze your findings to determine if 
we can help you.”

“Carol, tomorrow we will be able to answer the five things you and Mr. Smith will want to know.
1. “Whatʼs wrong”
2. “Why it’s wrong”
3. “How we’ll go about fixing what’s fixable, or patching what’s only patchable”
4. “How long it will take, and of course”
5. “What it will cost”

•Male Statement:  “Make sure you schedule so Mary can be with you, that way if we are able 
to accept you for care, she will be able to help us take care of you, as well as understand what 
you’ve been going through.”

•Female Statement:  “Make sure you schedule so John can be with you, that way if we are 
able to accept you for care, he will be able to understand what you’ve been going through 
and help us take care of you during your recovery.”

•I want to give this very important booklet to you that will answer a lot of the questions you 
and John may have.

•Let’s go up front and get tomorrows report appointment scheduled for you and John.
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DCs let’s each practice our male and 
female specific release statements to 

“air” patients or specific team 
members in front of us.
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DC Release to CA

“Candace, please schedule a full hour tomorrow for Mary and John so we can show them 
her X-Rays and answer all their questions. Make sure it works for both of their schedules.”

•DC addressing patient:  
•“Candace will find a convenient time for you and John tomorrow.” (Shake hands. Meaningful look.)  “I 
sure hope that we can help you.”

When Day One is done 
concerned, connected and directed Day 

Two is incidental.

(Here is my significant other and my check)
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Care Plans Should Be Individual

• What does the patient need?
• What are the phases of that care?
• What is your purpose, objective, or goal for the patient when they come to you?
• How do you know when you have achieved that goal?
• Then how do you maintain that correction?

Tell the patient what they NEED to hear 
not what you think they WANT too here!

Be The Doctor….Doctor!

Day Two Report of 
Findings

***DCs Please remember you were to have watched the NBCC New Patient Report 
given by Dr. Baker prior to today. If for some reason you didn’t, please stop the video 

now and go to the NBCC website and watch now. 
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DCs let’s each practice one near 
normal and one phase 2 subluxation 

degeneration directions
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4 bone set visual of VSC
(Visual)

Mechanical  DJD
(Hands grinding)

Visceral  death
(Hose/rain bird)
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BAKER FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC 

 

Initial Intensive Care and  
Correction, Strengthening and Rehabilitation Care 

Schedule for Carol Smith 

 

Daily care for 5 days, 
 

Three times per week care for 26 weeks. 
 

83 Visits @ $96 = 7,968 
 

6 Re-examinations @ $88 = 528 

 

Re X-Ray allowance = 250 

 

Total care value = 8,746 

 

Rules for NEW PATIENT acceptance: 

 
( ) We cannot help you if you’re not here.  You must make all appointments. 

 

( ) To GET BETTER FASTER and MAINTAIN YOUR SPINAL CORRECTIONS, You must 
attend the new patient orientation. 

 
( ) Tell your friends and family about your chiropractic experience with us. 

 

( ) All your questions are important - please ask them. 

 

( ) For your convenience, please program our office number into your cell phone. (555) 555-
5555 

 

( ) Should you decide to end your care prematurely all pre-payments will be refunded (minus 
the regular undiscounted amount of the care you have received) with-in two weeks of your 

notification to us. 
 

Patient signature ___________________________ date ________ 

Prepared by ___________________ 
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* Our simple payment plans keep our fees affordable for our 
patients and greatly reduce paperwork for all of us. We have 
found our fees would have to go up over 35% if people paid at 
each visit. Therefore, to keep our fees low we do not offer that 
option.          Dr. Baker 

 

Corrective Care payment plan: 

 

Pre-pay for your care and save 20% today!!! 

 

Care value $8,746 

 

Minus 20% = $1,750 

 

Total $6,996 

 

Rules for NEW PATIENT acceptance: 

( ) We cannot help you if you’re not here.  You must make all appointments. 

 

( ) To GET BETTER FASTER and MAINTAIN YOUR SPINAL CORRECTIONS, 
 You must attend the new patient orientation. 

 

( ) Tell your friends and family about your chiropractic experience with us. 

 

( ) All your questions are important - please ask them. 
 

( ) For your convenience, please program our office number into your cell phone. (555) 555-
5555 

 

( ) Should you decide to end your care prematurely all pre-payments will be refunded (minus 
the regular undiscounted amount of the care you have received) with-in two weeks of your 

notification to us. 
 

Patient signature _______________________________ date ________ 

Prepared by ___________________ 

 

 

UPDATE: 
Please personalize this for your office:
Example below: 
Our office has an excellent way of keeping
care affordable for you and greatly 
reducing paperwork for you, and us. We’ve 
found our fees would have to go up over 
35-50% if paid at each visit. Therefore, to 
keep our fees as low as possible for you, we 
do not offer that option. 
-Dr. Baker

Additional Example: 
Our simple payment method keeps our fees
affordable for you and greatly reduces the 
paperwork for you and us. We have found
our fees would have to go up over 35-50% 
if paid at each visit. Therefore, to keep our 
fees low we do not offer that option. 
-Dr. Baker

DCs let’s each practice 
one two page financial.
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Instead of doing another Patient Report of 
Findings we’re going to cover some of the top 
things I’ve picked out of the Consultations 
and Report of Findings 

Every minute in a report of 
findings spent past 12 decreases 
the chance of that patient getting 
the care they need 10%!!!
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YOU CAN DO THIS!!!

Thank you 
for allowing us to serve you!!!


